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Shielding the fan sound is a key element to further reduce aircraft noise immission of
future aircraft designs. In recent studies the engine is represented as a single point
source within scientific aircraft noise prediction tools, which can be a good approxima-
tion. In most low noise concept studies the engine is mounted above the wing or above
the fuselage. The attenuation depends on the engine chordwise position due to the fact
that either the fan forward noise or the fan aft noise is significantly shielded by the wing.
The investigated simulation approach models the engine noise shielding more realistic
by splitting the engine noise source into two noise sources. Herein one noise source is
placed at the engine inlet position and radiates the fan forward noise, while the second
one is placed at the nozzle exit position and radiates the fan aft noise. Depending on
the relative position of the noise source to the aircraft surface, the results of attenuation
due to shielding can be improved. This study investigates the differences in the results
of splitting approach compared to a single point source approach.
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1 NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

h = altitude [ft] or [m]
lc = chord length [m]
li = distance from fan disc center to engine inlet [m]
ln = distance from fan disc center to engine nozzle [m]
LA = A-weighted sound pressure level
N1 = fan rotational speed [ 1

min
]

r = radius [m]
T = thrust [kN]
v = airspeed [m

s
]

x, y = x, y coordinate specified by indice [m] or [km], aircraft position [m]
γ = slope of the trajectory [◦]
ϕ = polar emission angle [◦]
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Indices

cb = cutback
fdc = fan disc center (position)
opt = optimal engine position [m]

Abbreviations

BBN = broadband noise
off = no simulation of shielding effects, single noise source
SEL = sound exposure level [dB]
sns = shielding simulation with single noise source
split = shielding simulation with split noise source

2 INTRODUCTION

One of the dominant noise sources of present aircraft architectures is the engine. In the
past, the engine noise has been, and still is, reduced by increasing the bypass ratio, improving
the fan design, and applying acoustic liners in the engine nacelle [1]. Another promising
approach for new aircraft designs to further reduce engine noise immission is to shield the
engine noise. This can be achieved by placing the engine above the fuselage or the wings [2].
The most promising engine position towards a low noise architecture has to be determined as
early as within the preliminary aircraft design phase. In this design phase the designer has the
most influence to adapt the aircraft design toward a low-noise architecture. The designer of
such architectures optimizes the engine position to minimize the noise impact on the ground.

Noise immission predictions of preliminary aircraft designs are conducted with tools
such as the Parametric Aircraft Noise Analysis Module (PANAM) [2]. PANAM is comprised
of semi-empirical noise source models. Since the distance to the ground is high, it can be
assumed that the whole aircraft noise is emitted from a single point source. A tool called
SHADOW is used in order to predict the shielding of the engine noise by the airframe [3].
The shielding capability is calculated using a monopole source. SHADOW calculates the
results within a few minutes while performing with good accuracy. Therefore, it is suitable
to predict the shielding capability of an aircraft design in the preliminary design phase which
is comprised of large number of design iterations. PANAM adds the noise attenuation to the
fan noise emission which, per definition, comes with a specific source directivity.

This study tackles the assumption that the engine noise source is modeled as a single
point source for shielding assessment. In reality, however, engines emit the fan forward noise
at the engine inlet and the fan aft noise at the bypass nozzle.1 Therefore, there are 1.5 to 2 fan
diameters between these noise emission locations. The aircraft surface shields the engine’s
inlet and aft noise sources differently due to the selected emission locations with respect to
the surface. If the shielding attenuation for a highly shielded single point source is applied to
fan inlet and aft noise, it might result in an underprediction of the fan noise immission (i.e.
overprediction of shielding). Therefore, this study investigates the differences in modeling
the fan sound as one point source versus two point sources placed in the inlet and nozzle.
PANAM and SHADOW are enhanced to consider individual shielding of the fan inlet and
aft noise. This feature should be applied if both inlet and the fan aft noise are subject to
shielding. Similar engine noise splitting with individually shielded fan sources was already
applied to the D8 by De la Rosa Blanco and Hileman (NASA and MIT) [4]. They split the
fan into two noise sources and placed them individually above the fuselage. The D8’s engine
inlet noise is highly shielded by the fuselage, while engine aft noise is allowed a free line
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of sight to the ground, and is reflected by the horizontal stabilizer mounted on top of the
vertical stabilizer of the twin-tail. The presented study systematically investigates the effect
of engine noise source splitting along approach and departure trajectories in case the engine
is mounted above the wing. Finally, the the effects of prevailing operating conditions on
the predicted shielding influence on the noise immission are investigated. These operating
conditions directly determine the noise source ranking (emission), geometric spreading and
atmospheric propagation which will influence the overall effectiveness of any noise shielding
attempt.

3 METHODS

The aircraft deployed in this study is the V-0 architecture from DLR [2] (see Figure
1). This vehicle has been selected due to its low-noise characteristics with the least modifica-
tions compared to existing vehicles. It is a medium range tube-and-wing aircraft with engines

li ln
xfdc

Fig. 1 – V-0 aircraft architecture with the point source in the fan disc center and the split
noise source in the inlet and nozzle.

mounted above the wing to shield the fan sound. In earlier studies it has already been deter-
mined to have less noise impact towards the ground compared to the reference aircraft V-R
from DLR [2, figure A63], which is a conventional tube-and-wing architecture with engines
mounted underneath the wing. The aircraft design is calculated with Preliminary Aircraft
Design and Optimization tool (PrADO), a software by University of Technology in Braun-
schweig [2, 5]. The mounted engine is calculated with GTlab [6] and based on the CFM56
engine, which is usually mounted on A320 and B737 sized aircrafts.

This investigation focuses on noise immission along representative operating conditions
as experienced along typical approach and departure flights. In total, generic horizontal fly-
overs, three departures, and two landings2 are investigated. The horizontal flyovers are sim-
ulated at different altitudes, thrust levels, and engine positions to study the influence of the
atmospheric absorption, the duration due to altitude, the shielding influence, and the noise
source ranking. The variation of the engine position influences the center of gravity loca-
tion and the aerodynamic, hence affects the flight mechanics. Additionally a changed engine
position might lead to heavier wing due to necessary reinforcing. With the focus on noise
immission, these implications are neglected in this study. In addition to the generic flights,
realistic departure and landing trajectories are assessed to identify the impact of the different
shielding approaches under varying operating conditions. The flights are calculated with the
software tool FlipNA [7]. The departures are simulated with full thrust at takeoff and a re-
duced engine speed after cutback (N1,cb = 86%, 90% and 94%) relative to the engine design
point. All three departures show different noise source ranking, which becomes important for

2Landing is comprised of the descent sections, and the final approach.



the shielding efficiency. The selected descent angles along the two approach trajectories are
in the range of typical approach procedures, including a steep approach.

The overall aircraft noise is simulated as a combination of multiple relevant noise sources:
high-lift devices, gear, fan, and jet noise. Fan noise is divided into inlet and aft noise contribu-
tion. The applied noise source models are listed in Table 1. Due to this modular structure the

Table 1 – Noise sources and noise models used to predict aircraft noise emission.

noise source noise model
fan inlet Kontos fan noise model: buzz-saw, broadband and tones [8]
fan aft Kontos fan noise model: broadband and tones [8]
jet Stone jet noise model [9]
clean wing DLR wing noise model [10]
leading edge DLR leading edge noise model [10]
trailing edge DLR flap noise model [10]
flap side edge DLR flap side edge model [11]
landing gear DLR landing gear noise model [10]

noise sources can be ranked at both the emission and immission. Best practice is to model the
fan noise source as a single point source placed in the fan disc center (figure 1, red marker)
[2, 12, 13]. Depending on the engine position, fan inlet sound, fan aft sound or both fan noise
sources are shielded. For this study, PANAM was modified to consider individual fan noise
shielding of the fan inlet and aft noise, which is radiated from the engine inlet and bypass
nozzle (figure 1, blue marker). Due to their individual positions relative to the wing, the fan
inlet and aft sound are shielded in different directions compared to a single point source lo-
cated at the fan disc center. Table 2 summarizes the investigated types of shielding simulation
concepts.

Table 2 – Investigated types of shielding simulation concepts and their abbreviations.

abbreviation shielding simulation concept
off no shielding (single point source)
sns fan inlet and aft sound at fan disc center (single noise source)
split fan inlet at xfdc − li and fan aft sound at xfdc + ln

A typical metric to assess aircraft noise is the A-weighted SPL. Consequently the A-
weighted SPL and its corresponding integral metric SEL are selected to assess the flyover.

4 RESULTS

The following subsections describe the effect of different shielding simulation concepts
as shown in Table 2 on the sound immission under various operating conditions. The sim-
ulated flights and the investigated effects are listed in Table 3. For the assessment of the
horizontal flyovers (section 4.1), only fan sound is considered in order to to focus on only
the basic correlations with respect to fan noise shielding. The selected departure (section 4.2)
and approach (section 4.3) examples consider the overall aircraft noise. All presented thrust
values and noise levels represent the overall aircraft (i.e. for two engines).



Table 3 – Investigated flights and effects.

simulated flight investigated effects numbering in text
generic xopt depending on shielding mode

xopt depending on thrust T
∆ SEL depending on cutback rpm N1,cb

∆ SEL depending on the first descent angle γ1

1
2
3
4

3 departures SEL depending on N1,cb 5
2 landings SEL depending on γ1 6

4.1 Generic test cases

Figure 2a shows the engine sound emission for two thrust settings (56 and 102 kN) at
an altitude of h = 2000 ft. Different thrust settings are assessed because of a direct cor-
relation between operating condition and noise source emission. The thrust settings have
been selected to resemble operating conditions experienced along typical departures and ap-
proaches. During the 102 kN flyover, the engine’s fan sound emission dominates towards
the front, whereas during the 56 kN flyover the peak levels in the front and aft direction are
roughly balanced. However, the peak directivity of the fan inlet sound emission changes
from ϕ ≈ 50◦ at higher thrust to ϕ ≈ 40◦ at lower thrust. In the crucial emission directions
of 50◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 130◦, lower thrust results in level reductions for the fan inlet sound by 5 to
7 dB and fan aft sound by 2 to 3 dB. Therefore, the thrust reduction changes the noise source
ranking and results in a dominating fan aft sound.

Figure 2c shows the shielding efficiency using sns and split simulation concepts at three
altitudes and two constant thrust settings. ∆SEL = SELshielded − SELoff is used to examine
the shielding efficiency.3 The solid line depicts the ∆SEL of the sns case and the dashed line
of the split case. The following paragraphs investigate, first, the engine position with greatest
shielding attenuation, second, the influence of thrust on the ∆SEL, and third, the influence of
altitude on the ∆SEL.

First, the optimal engine positions according to the different shielding simulation con-
cepts are investigated for different thrust settings and different flight altitudes.

The optimal engine position of the split case differs ( 1 in Table 3) from the optimal sns
case position. Sns exhibits an optimal position when having high shielding of inlet and aft
noise, while in the split case, one has to find a compromise between high shielding of either
the inlet or the aft noise source due to the engine length being relative to the chord length.

A different thrust setting leads to a new optimal engine position ( 2 in Table 3). In
the case of split, the maximum shielding is predicted assuming a forward shift of the engine
position by 4 m at lower thrust and a backward shift by 2 m at higher thrust compared to
the sns. The optimal position in the sns case is slightly moved upstream at lower thrust
compared to the higher thrust case. Obviously, there is no one optimal position for all thrust
settings, therefore a compromise is required. In general, the optimal location is tailored to
the higher thrust case due to the higher maximum noise levels. At high thrust, the fan inlet
sound, namely buzz-saw noise, dominates the fan sound emission, while at low thrust the fan
aft sound dominates the fan sound emission. Hence, a selected engine position can only be
optimal under a certain thrust setting.

Second, the influence of the thrust setting on the gained ∆SEL ( 3 in Table 3) is exam-
ined. In the split case, at the lower thrust, the achieved noise reduction is greater because the
fan inlet noise is far below the fan aft noise, in addition to the fan aft noise being shielded
very well. At higher thrust, fan inlet noise dominates slightly, thus the optimal engine posi-

3shielded can either be sns or split.



(a) Unshielded fan emission for different
thrust settings of the overall aircraft (two
engines).

(b) Unshielded buzz-saw and fan aft broadband im-
mission spectra.
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(c) ∆SEL values for split and sns.

Fig. 2 – (a) Emission (A-weighted, r = 1 m) at T = 56 kN and 102 kN thrust (N1 = 72%
and N1 = 87%) at h = 2000 ft.
(b) Immission (A-weighted, h = 1000 ft and 3000 ft) at T = 102 kN and at two
altitudes for the emission direction ϕ = 90◦.
(c) Difference of ∆SEL = SELshielded−SELoff for a horizontal flyover at T = 56 kN
and 102 kN thrust and for different aircraft altitudes. Airframe and jet noise are not
depicted. xfdc is defined in Figure 1.

tion shields fan inlet noise, and fan aft noise can freely radiate to the ground. The sns case
shows an additional reduction in fan noise compared to the split case. Indeed, in the sns case
the high shielding values of the optimal location are applied to both fan noise sources.

Third, the influence of altitude on the noise reduction efficiency is investigated ( 4 in
Table 3). The atmosphere attenuates the fan broadband noise (peak frequency at 2000 Hz)
more than the buzz saw noise (peak frequency at 800 Hz), therefore both noise sources exhibit
a similar noise immission level at h = 1000 ft, but a 5 dB difference at 3000 ft (Figure 2b). For
a frequency of 2000 Hz the atmosphere attenuates −8 dB

km , while for 500Hz it attenuates just
−2.4 dB

km [14]. When the atmosphere attenuates most of the fan aft noise, the optimal engine
position is the one, where the fan inlet noise is optimal shielded. This is the reason, why the
∆SEL is approximately 1 to 3 dB greater at 3000 ft altitude compared to 1000 ft (Figure 2c).

For the detailed departure and approach investigations as presented in sections 4.2 and
4.3, the optimal engine positions as identified in section 4.1 are selected as followed: these



are xfdc = 17.30 m in the sns case and xfdc = 19.80 m in the split case (Figure 2c).

4.2 Departure

Three departures are investigated ( 5 in Table 3), based on the results of the generic
test cases. These departures are shown in Figure 3, along with their SEL immission predicted
according to the investigated shielding simulation modes split, sns, and without any shielding.
Different cutback rpm are investigated due to their huge impact on noise source ranking.
Additionally, higher thrust levels results in faster altitude gain, hence, larger distances to
the ground. Three departure trajectories with different rpm from N1,cb = 86% to 94% are
selected, which are representative cutback rpm along conventional departure procedures.

(a) Airspeed, altutude and thrust profiles.

Traj. 1
Traj. 2

Traj. 3

p

p sound emission position in Fig 4

(b) SEL along flight ground track of Trajec-
tory 1.

(c) SEL along flight ground track of Trajec-
tory 2.

(d) SEL along flight ground track of Trajec-
tory 3.

Fig. 3 – Departure trajectories and SEL immission for the three simulation cases.

First, the sound immission of the flights without shielding are compared to each other.
After cutback, the SEL along the full thrust trajectory is about 4 to 5 dB lower for most of the
flight compared to the low thrust trajectory. This can be attributed to the significant increase
in altitude in combination with the decreased buzz-saw noise. The medium thrust trajectory
is in between, thus about 2 to 3 dB below the noise immission of the low thrust trajectory. In
this case, the slightly increased engine noise contribution along the medium thrust trajectory
is outweighed by the increased distance to the ground.



Next, the sound reduction capability due to shielding is investigated for all trajectories.
Along the higher thrust trajectory shielding reduces the SEL by 1 dB in the split case and
2 dB in the sns case. The overestimation of shielding effects caused by the sns simulation
model now results in approximately 1 dB difference in predicted SEL along all the trajecto-
ries. According to Figure 3, the largest noise reduction due to shielding effects is predicted
along the low thrust trajectory. What seems to be counterintuitive at first can directly be at-
tributed to the source ranking. Along the low thrust trajectory, the fan inlet noise dominates
the emission, Figure 4a. This fan source can be effectively shielded, while the other fan noise
sources are reduced by the atmosphere. The least significant noise reduction due to shielding
is predicted for the high thrust trajectory because here it is mainly the jet noise contributing to
the SEL. Although jet noise does not seem to be dominant according to Figure 4d, it has to be
noted that the atmosphere already attenuates 1000 Hz with about −4 dB

km [14]. Therefore, high
frequency noise contribution, e.g., fan aft and inlet noise, is strongly attenuated by the atmo-
sphere. On the other hand, jet noise has a stronger impact on the SEL due to its long duration
of immission according to the emission directivity. The directivity of the fan sound emission
is to the front and back, while the jet emission is more omnidirectional up to ϕ < 110◦ [9]
under the prevailing operating condition and due to the A-weighting.

The engine sound emission during departure at x = 15 km behind the threshold is de-
picted in Figure 4. At all three operating points the fan inlet sound is dominated by the

(a) Overall fan emission. (b) Fan inlet sound emission.

(c) Fan aft sound emission. (d) Jet sound emission.

Fig. 4 – Unshielded engine sound emission (A-weighted, two engines) at N1,cb = 86% (T =
94, 8kN , h = 3280ft), N1,cb = 90% (T = 105, 5kN , h = 4150ft) and N1,cb = 94%
(T = 117, 3kN , h = 4920ft) at x = 15km.

buzz-saw noise (Figure 4b). In case of the high thrust takeoff, fan inlet sound is 4 dB lower
compared to the medium and reduced thrust takeoff. This reduction with higher fan rpm
comes from the fan noise model due to higher fan tip speeds [8]. While at N1,cb = 86%
fan inlet noise dominates the engine noise emission, at N1,cb = 90% fan inlet and aft noise
are balanced, and at N1,cb = 94% the engine emission is dominated by fan aft noise. As a



consequence to this changing noise source ranking, fan noise shielding yields varying impact
on the noise immission along the three trajectories. The fan aft sound emission of the low
and high thrust trajectory remains at a similar level despite the fan speed and thrust being
different in both operating points. On the medium thrust trajectory the fan aft sound is about
3 dB higher. Airframe sound can be neglected on all departure trajectories and the jet noise
does not contribute to the SEL along the lower thrust trajectory.

4.3 Landing

Figure 5a shows the altitude, airspeed, and thrust along the selected conventional and
steep approach trajectories ( 6 in Table 3). Along the steep approach, the high lift devices

(a) Approach trajectories, airspeed and
thrust.

High lift devices are deployed

γ1 = −2.5◦
γ2 = 0.0◦
γ1 = −4.5◦

γ3 = −3.0◦

Traj. 1

Traj. 2

p
(b) SEL for both trajectories and all three

shielding cases.

p sound emission position in Fig 6

Fig. 5 – Approach trajectories and SEL on ground track with γ1 = −2.5◦ and −4.5◦

glideslopes.

are deployed early, around 33 km before the threshold, to decelerate the aircraft. This high
lift device deployment causes the rise in noise immission starting at x ≈ −35 km, while
the noise immission of conventional approach rises just gradually along with the reduction
of ground distance. At approximately x ≈ −20 km the high lift devices are deployed upon
the conventional approach to provide the required lift, which also causes increasing noise
immission. Yet, the levels are still below the noise immission of steep approach due to a lower
airspeed. This lower airspeed also results in a higher required thrust along the conventional
approach to make up for the drag, while on the steep approach the aircraft still decelerates.
Due to the higher thrust along the conventional approach the fan emits more noise, so that
the reduction efficiency due to shielding sns on the conventional approach is higher than on
the steep approach. The final leg is identical for both trajectories, leading to the same sound
immission.

Consideration of shielding effects in the split mode does not show any impact on the
SEL compared to no shielding at all. The shielding overestimation in the sns mode results
in slightly increased noise reduction in sections along the flight path, in which the engine
speed is above idle. If there is a difference in SELsplit and SELsns during the approach, then
the fan aft sound dominates the sound emission. This is happening at around x = −15 km,
where a large difference in the SEL can be observed between the two shielding methods and
the two trajectories despite the fact that both trajectories result in similar flight altitudes of
about h = 1600 ft in this region. According to Figure 6, assessment of noise emission at
x = −15 km, this can be attributed to variations in airspeed and required thrust. Only fan and



airframe are shown here as jet contribution can be neglected under the prevailing operating
conditions. Along the steep approach, the airframe noise dominates in all directions due to

Fig. 6 – Airframe and unshielded engine sound emission (A-weighted) at x = −15km for
Trajectory 1 γ1 = −2.5◦ (N1 = 47%, v = 80m

s
) and Trajectory 2 γ1 = −4.5◦

(N1 = 42%, v = 99m
s

) glideslope.

the higher speed. As the fan aft noise is just 3 dB below the airframe noise, it also contributes
to the overall noise emission in the aft directions. Along the conventional approach, fan inlet
and airframe noise are balanced and fan aft noise dominates in the rearward direction. A
predicted shielding influence can only be identified for the sns mode in which the fan aft
noise is shielded. The nozzle is behind the wing’s trailing edge, and radiates freely to the
ground. Therefore an overestimation of the shielding is expected.

5 DISCUSSION

Different simulation approaches toward a more realistic depiction of the engine are in-
vestigated. The engine is represented as a single noise source (sns) versus a separate repre-
sentation of the engine inlet and aft noise source (split). The predicted shielding influence
is studied along generic horizontal flights, and along representative departure and landing
trajectories using the emission (LA) and the immission (SEL).

5.1 Generic test cases

The single point source representation leads to a higher predicted shielding capability,
because the shielding performance of the single point source is applied to the overall fan
sound emission. In the split case the noise sources are placed in the inlet and nozzle. If the
chord length of the shielding surface is similar to the distance between fan inlet and bypass
nozzle, inlet and aft noise will be affected differently by noise shielding. Consequently, the
simulation mode split should be selected for over-the-wing aircraft, as studied here, or the
shielding should only be applied to one of the two sources as demonstrated in [2].

If shielding is assessed for over-the-wing aircraft, an optimal engine position can be
identified with maximum shielding efficiency. This optimal position depends on the thrust
setting due to the noise source ranking. At high thrust, the fan inlet sound emission is greater
than fan aft sound emission. At lower thrust the fan aft sound dominates, and the directivity of
the fan inlet sound changes leading to more sound radiating toward smaller emission angles.
The buzz-saw noise disappears due to the reduced fan speed. Therefore, the shielding concept
should be maximized for fan inlet emission shielding under high thrust settings and for fan
aft emission shielding under low thrust settings. Obviously, a compromise is required for the
engine positioning to achieve maximum shielding for the most relevant operating condition.

Note that the predicted ∆SEL along the low thrust trajectory is slightly higher compared
to the high thrust trajectory. This higher ∆SEL is due to the selected engine position featuring



a large attenuation of fan aft noise as well as a low contribution of fan inlet noise.

5.2 Departure

During departure the engine dominates the noise immission. Ranking among the indi-
vidual engine noise sources and the resulting emission directivity differs. In case of the low
thrust trajectory, shielding has the greatest impact on noise reduction because the buzz-saw
sound dominates the engine sound immission. Consequently, fan inlet noise shielding be-
comes most effective. The impact on noise immission in the vicinity of the ground track is
shown in Figure 7. The contour areas in the sns case are shorter, and at the same time slightly

Fig. 7 – SEL [dB] immission on ground for the sns (solid lines) and split (split lines) cases
for the departure trajectory at N1,cb = 86%.

wider compared to the split contour areas. The shorter areas can be attributed to the increased
shielding as predicted by the sns mode. The slightly narrower areas in the split case can be
attributed to the inlet sound source placed further downstream. Thus, it is better shielded to
the side due to the swept wing. Keep in mind that this lower frequency noise is less attenuated
by the atmosphere.

In case of the medium thrust trajectory buzz-saw sound and fan aft sound are on a similar
level. While close to the ground, the fan aft sound immission is greater than the buzz-saw
sound immission, at higher altitudes (h > 1100 ft) it switches into a dominating buzz-saw
sound due to atmospheric attenuation of the higher frequency fan aft sound. Shielding of the
buzz-saw noise obviously becomes more efficient with increasing altitude.

On the high thrust trajectory the same change from dominating fan aft sound to dominat-
ing buzz-saw sound is seen at around 2100 ft. Nevertheless, on this trajectory the jet sound is
dominating the sound immission and fan sound contributes just little to the SEL. Hence, any
shielding will have less impact on the resulting SEL for the overall aircraft.

5.3 Landing

Along both investigated landing trajectories mainly the airframe noise contributes to the
noise immission. In comparison to the takeoff, shielding makes only a minor contribution to
the noise immission reduction, and shielding the fan inlet noise (split case) does not reduce
the SEL because fan aft and airframe noise dominate the immission. Obviously, any shielding
position would not be tailored to an approach but to a departure with dominating engine noise.
If shielding shall be applied to reduce fan noise during approach, then the dominating fan aft
sound should be shielded.

6 CONCLUSION

Two different simulation methods in the context of engine noise shielding are compared.
A single noise source is compared to a split noise source, which represents the fan inlet and



aft noise. This modification is also the basis for future work towards distributed propulsion
concepts.

Significant differences can be expected, when the engine is only partially located above
a shielding surface. A reference vehicle with the engines mounted above the wing has been
selected to demonstrate this effect. This vehicle is assessed along generic flights and along
typical approach and departure flights. Shielding effects are highly dependent on the fre-
quency content and the directivity of the shielded noise source. Consequently, a detailed
assessment has been initiated. The noise differences along typical approach flights are in the
order of 0 to 1.5 dB and along a typical departure the levels differ between 1 to 4 dB. Indi-
vidual shielding can have a great impact on the noise immission, if the shielded noise source
dominates. Especially with engines that are shielded by wings with a chord length longer
than the engine length, splitting is worth considering. Based on the application examples,
it can be concluded that the sns mode will result in an overprediction of shielding effects
compared to the split mode if directly applied to the wing shielding example. To avoid this,
predicted shielding effects by the sns mode should only be applied to one direction, forward
or rearward noise, in case that only the engine inlet or aft sound is shielded. In cases in which
only one of the two fan noise sources is shielded by a surface, the single source approxima-
tion with shielding of one of both sources is well suitable (e.g., see application examples in
[2]).
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